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Loose waves, fashionable low ponies, organic curls, elegant updos, classic braids, and even more! Illustrated
step-by-step instructions and inspiring fashion photos make it easy to replicate professional-level styles at
home, while a "locks spa" section shares tips about troubleshooting problem hair and choosing the best
products for each hair type. Expert hairstylist Jenny Strebe presents 100 fantastic looks in this important
beauty guide. From classic Gatsby Waves to the edgy braided Faux Hawk, fairly Flower Bun, formal Twisted
Chignon, therefore much more, this reserve has everything had a need to make every time a perfect hair
day!
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This is an excellent book for my teen daughter who loves to experiment .... Extremely thoughtfully
organized with easy instructions Great Guide to Hairstyling Bought this as a gift for my sister. Both of us
have long hair and enjoy checking out new styles. Found this reserve after following some of Ms. Strebe's
YouTube video clips. Very pleased with this book. I'm a hairstylist and I came across this book quite simple
to understand and intensely user friendly I'm a hairstylist and I found this book quite simple to
understand and extremely user friendly. Many styles are quick but make the statement: this girl is cared
for. For anyone who has no talent in hairdressing, this publication made an enormous difference. Don't
waste your cash. I'm excited to try all of them! The table is a great guide to pick just the right hair style.
Easy for her to follow and she has lots of fun with it. The tuturials aren't clear and photos are sketches.
Not the real model herself. Future hair style Amazing book, bought for daughter so she could learn . Plenty
of styles with different levels of difficulty that help her practice a variety of basic styling techniques.
Perfect for my 10-year-old sister Perfect for my 10-year-old sister, who's starting to develop an interest
in style and fashion. Four Stars good Five Stars My daughter love this reserve she practice a whole lot and
she’s only 11 years outdated. They appeared to be excited if they received this book. Put together girls
Really fun and do-able for a mom of teen girls. There's styles for each and every hair type Great ideas and
easy to check out instructions. Great hairstyles for lengthy hair Bought these for 3granddaughters who

are just entering their teenagers and all have very long locks. Youre better off selecting free videos how
exactly to online.. This is a great book for my teen daughter who wants to experiment with hairstyles.
Fantastic book, bought for daughter so she could learn fresh approaches for her hair. Don't waste your
cash. Four Stars I like it.
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